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INCIDENT 
INVESTIGATION
RRC will launch its NEBOSH 
HSE Introduction to Incident 
Investigation course in four new 
UK venues for 2020. 

The course is designed to 
enable learners to carry out solo 
accident investigations, produce 
risk control plans and contribute 
to team accident/incident 
investigations for large-scale 
investigations. It aims to 
challenge learners to not only 
ask how an incident occurs, but 
why, shaping a more resilient 
health and safety culture with 
reduced incidents as a 
consequence.  

RRC launched this course in 
June 2019 at its head office in 
Wimbledon, London. Due to 
high demand and positive 
feedback from learners, RRC will 
be offering the course in a 
further four venues in 2020: 
Birmingham, Leeds, Manchester 
and Newcastle. 
Tel: 020 89443100

Pulsar Instruments has announced 
a series of one-day Noise Awareness 
Courses for 2020 to help attendees 
learn more about workplace noise 
measurement and how to stay HSE-
compliant. 

The aim of the course is to raise 
awareness of noise as a risk, increase 
safety practitioners’ knowledge of 

how to monitor noise, and 
encourage safer behaviour and 
correct use of hearing PPE. 

Pulsar places high emphasis on 
the practical side of training, so that 
attendees go away knowing what to 
measure, when to measure it and 
how to use a sound level meter or 
dosemeter. They also have an 

opportunity to look at how to 
analyse data and make HSE-
compliant reports. 

Dates for 2020: 18 March, York; 9 
June, Birmingham; 16 September, 
York. Those booking before 23 
December 2019 will pay £199pp + 
vat (normal price £265pp + vat). 
Tel: 01723 518011

NOISE: MEASURE AND MANAGE

eTruck UK is a digital storytelling 
tool available in the UK, Ireland, 
India, and the Arabian Peninsula 
from RTITB. It is designed to 
increase training effectiveness while 
reducing training time by as much 
as two days per course. 

Cndidates will learn by following 
a story that tackles real issues relating 
to safety. The digital storytelling 
platform allows more complex themes 
– such as driver behaviour – to be 
communicated more effectively than in 
a classroom lecture and is believed to 

help learners better retain information. 
“eTruck UK will make training 

more engaging and candidates can 
learn at their own pace,” says Laura 
Nelson, MD of RTITB. “It will also 
ensure that theory training content is 
balanced and the same for all 
candidates, by removing any 
Instructor bias towards certain topics.” 
Tel: 01952 520207

STORYTELLING TOOL
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